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Introduction

Since the appearance of globalisation, international finance and exchange markets have been

deeply transformed. Thanks to new developments in IT and international regulations,

cryptocurrencies have risen and grown in popularity all over the globe. Cryptocurrency is a digital

currency in which transactions are validated and archives are kept by a decentralized system rather

than a centralized authority utilizing cryptography, which started in 2009 when Satoshi Nakamoto

created Bitcoin in Japan.

Nowadays, there are a great number of them, Bitcoin being the most important and

recognized all over the world. Others like Ethereum don’t fall short, making themselves a place

among its rivals and direct competitors in this new market.

However, the lack of regulations and the volatility that they pose places them as a risky

financial asset to invest in, hence they can fluctuate enormously in a surprisingly short amount of

time.

In addition, there is a considerable debate among central banks, financial institutions and

recognised experts in terms of regulating and passing laws towards the creation of a framework in

which they can be surveilled.  Undoubtedly it will be difficult to reach an agreement about

something that moves thousands of millions of dollars but it can not be controlled in a traditional

way.
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Definition of Key Terms

Cryptocurrency:

Digital currency in which transactions are verified and records maintained by a decentralized system

using cryptography, rather than by a centralized authority.

Digital currency:

Digital currency is a form of currency that is available only in digital or electronic form, and not in

physical form. It is also called digital money, electronic money, electronic currency, or cyber cash.

Encryption:

The process of converting information or data into a code, especially to prevent unauthorized

access.

Quantitative easing:

Quantitative easing is a form of unconventional monetary policy in which a central bank purchases

longer-term securities from the open market in order to increase the money supply and encourage

lending and investment. Buying these securities adds new money to the economy, and also serves

to lower interest rates by bidding up fixed-income securities. It also expands the central bank's

balance sheet.

Current rate:

The current rate method is a method of foreign currency translation where most items in the

financial statements are translated at the current exchange rate.

Currency wars:

Race to competitively devalue so that an economy can become more viable simply by its goods

and services being cheaper than those of its neighbors and global competitors.

Fiat currencies:

Currency approved by a country's government.
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Background Information

Digital currency:

There are many differences between digital currency and cryptocurrency. The digital

currency is not encrypted at all, whereas the cryptocurrency is heavily encrypted. In the worldwide

market, the current rate of digital currency is just about steady and simple to deal with. Before

engaging in any type of business, there is no need to conduct thorough research. However, the

cryptocurrency market is extremely volatile. It comprises possible risk that has not been thoroughly

investigated before to any investment or large transaction between two companies. When dealing

with digital currency, there is some transparency in the information. The recipient or sender of

digital currency will only receive transaction-related information. However, the most crucial quality

of cryptocurrency is its transparency. The whole line of communication between the two parties

regarding all transactions is provided by blockchain technology. Blockchain is a method of storing

data in such a manner that it is difficult or impossible to alter, hack, or defraud it. A blockchain is a

digital log of transactions that is copied and spread throughout the blockchain's complete network

of computer systems. The Reserve Banks govern the entire banking system of the individual

countries, and the digital currency has a centralized authority. Banks have the power to keep a

careful eye on everyone's transaction flow, either for a digital or physical wallet. When it comes to

cryptocurrencies, it is a decentralized system in which no third party exercises jurisdiction over the

investors. Due to this fact, no one has the authority to control the transactions made so it can be an

anonymous way of paying and fraud can be made in an easier way.

Bitcoin:

Satoshi Nakamoto, a programmer, invented Bitcoin in 2009. Instead of aiming to invent an

entirely new payment method to replace the way we now pay for products online, Satoshi identified

several flaws in existing payment systems and set out to fix them. People all throughout the world

felt the severe economic impacts of the 2008 financial crisis. Many people are still suffering the

effects of their fiat currencies falling in value at this time. Multiple central banks engaged in

quantitative easing as the international economic market veered on the verge of disaster. To avoid a

replay of the Great Depression of the 1930s, central banks saturated the markets with liquidity and

reduced interest rates to near zero. The result was large-scale volatility in fiat currencies, as well as
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what has come to be known as currency warfare. Central banks all across the world reacted in the

same way they always do whenever something like this occurs: governments had to rescue the

impacted banks and create more money, further devaluing the current money supply. Basically, the

central banks and governments propitiate consumption by lowering the interests of loans, which

usually helps the economy but can devalue the currency too. What appeared to be clear was that

central bankers, ostensibly acting independently of governments, were leading several more

economies into the uncertain and were willing to devalue their fiat currencies and so on in order to

maintain the wheels turning. They were forced to bail out the institutions and bankers whose

irresponsible actions had caused a problem in the first place. Satoshi Nakamoto believed it was time

for a new financial system, one that was so distinct from the existing financial architecture that it

might even be called disruptive. Although it is uncertain whether bitcoin was ever supposed to

entirely replace physical markets, numerous banks are looking at the technology that underpins

bitcoin since they recognize its promise and want to use it for their own purposes. Of course, they

are allowed to do so, given the underlying bitcoin technology, blockchain, has been free software

since its inception. Because bitcoin was created as an open source project, anybody could make

enhancements and build platforms on top of it. Banks that accept bitcoin, such as Simple Bank or

Ally Bank, are starting to slowly increase, however they will play an important role in

cryptocurrencies in a decade's time.

Valuable cryptocurrencies:

Bitcoin is a well-known cryptocurrency that was first introduced in January 2009. An

increasing number of individuals are investing heavily in digital money. The cheaper transaction

costs of bitcoin are one of the main reasons for its unbroken investment flow. It is less expensive

than the usual online payment method. Because it is run on a decentralized approach, governments

are unable to meddle and influence the process. Once a person has created a bitcoin address, they

can establish additional ones as needed. Unfortunately, since Elon Musk pointed out bitcoin's

influence on climate change, its value has been declining. The method of attempting to come up

with the correct nonce that will yield the target hash is essentially trial and error—much like a

criminal trying random passwords to break into your account—and can take billions of tries. Bitcoin

is estimated to use 707 kwH each transaction due to the hundreds of thousands or more computers

churning out guesses. Furthermore, the computers require more energy because they produce heat
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and must be kept cold. While it's impossible to determine exactly how much electricity Bitcoin

requires because different processors and cooling systems use varied amounts of energy, a

University of Cambridge study estimated that bitcoin mining consumes 121.36 terawatt hours per

year. This is more than Argentina consumes, or more than Google, Apple, Facebook, and Microsoft

all consume. Many studies conclude that bitcoin could derail China climate change objectives. The

People's Bank of China's statement on the reintroduction of digital tokens as a means of payment

also contributed to the currency's decline. Mining, which is the process of validating and recording

transactions made in the blockchain, is how new bitcoins are created. The miner who completes this

task first receives fresh bitcoin.

After bitcoin, Ethereum is the most widely traded cryptocurrency. The virtual money, which

was launched in 2015, is notable for its open-source, blockchain-based, distributed software

application, which offers investors an additional degree of protection. Ethereum is also a

programming language for creating and distributing distributed apps. Bitcoin's decline is seen by

cryptocurrency supporters as an opportunity for ethereum to rise to the top. Ethereum hit an

all-time high of US$3,456.57, continuing a year-long run that has seen the cryptocurrency's price rise

by almost 350 percent.

Tether is a stablecoin that seeks to maintain the value of cryptocurrencies. Tether is favored

by cryptocurrency investors who wish to avoid volatility while keeping a steady growth rate. Tether

began as Realcoin, a cryptocurrency created by Brock Pierce, Craig Sellars, and Reeve Collins in 2014.

Sadly, Tether is also being investigated by law enforcement for its legality, and there were some

doubts about if Tether had enough cash reserves to back all the tether tokens in circulation. The

cryptocurrency revealed this week that its virtual currency coin will be accessible as a native asset in

Avalanche, a reference implementation platform that has gained traction in the previous year.

Fraud in cryptocurrencies:

Fraud is a broad topic that can appear at any point in the consumer cycle. The nature of

blockchain transactions – immutable and quick – magnifies the risk of fraud in the crypto market.

Platforms that are based on cryptocurrency. Transaction fraud, card issuing fraud, account fraud,

loyalty program abuse, trade abuse, and other fraud concerns challenge businesses that offer fiat

on and off ramps.
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Crypto purchases made using fiat assets are fraught with dangers such as stolen credit

cards, deposits from money traffickers' accounts, and so on. Customers demand their digital wallets

to be provided immediately, especially during times of severe market volatility. The obtained crypto

assets are promptly used for trade and are frequently relocated away from the vehicle from which

they were purchased, making a prospective recovery effort difficult.

Crypto wallets and trades, like any other form of stored value or money transmission, are

vulnerable to many forms of financial crime. A fertile field for money laundering, terrorist financing,

and tax evasion is created by the anonymity of the sender and recipient of blockchain-based

transactions, along with the often lax KYC regimes maintained by a large number of platforms. In

summary, crypto enterprises confront financial crime risks identical to those faced by regular

financial services, but with a higher risk due to the nature of crypto transactions outlined above.

Major Countries and Organisations Involved

Japan:

Japan stands on a privileged position in this field; they not only stand as an international

major power, but also as a leader when it comes to tertiary and quaternary sectors, which have

been decisive in order to boost the appearance of cryptocurrencies.

Indeed, Satoshi Nakamoto was the inventor of Bitcoin, and he himself engineered the first

blockchain, creating a currency not regulated by any major international or financial institution, such

as central banks. Its first transaction occurred in 2010, when L. Hanyzec bought two pizzas using

10.000 bitcoin, an amount that would exceed 600 million USD ten years later.

United States:

Being the first world superpower, the United States is one of the countries that are most

involved in the business of cryptocurrencies. The acceptance of this payment method is amongst the

highest in the world. Banks such as the Bank of New York or even Mastercard have started to allow

this form of payment in a certain amount of transactions or deals. Well known characters such as

Elon Musk have stated a clear interest in these. Furthermore, even restaurant chains such as

Subway accept a certain amount of them.
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Germany:

Germany not only accepts a broad number of cryptocurrencies in regular transactions, but it

is also developing solutions when it comes to blockchains and encryption or decryption. Since the

legalization of this payment method in this country, the value of cryptocurrencies has increased

substantially thanks to the trust of many investors.

Canada:

Canada, has a generally pro-bitcoin attitude while also guaranteeing that the cryptocurrency

is not utilized for money laundering. The Canada Revenue Agency considers bitcoin to be a

commodity.

This implies that bitcoin transactions are considered as barter transactions, and the revenue

earned is classified as company revenue. Taxation differs depending on whether the individual is

involved in a buying-and-selling company or is just interested in investing.

Australia:

Whenever it relates to cryptocurrency legislation in Australia, the Australian Securities and

Investments Commission (ASIC) is ahead of the curve. The Commission's primary job is to uphold

and lend support to the Corporations Act, and to also maintain, enable, enhance, monitor, and

regulate the performance of the Australian financial markets and the entities that participate in

them. It was established under the ASIC Act of 2001.

The Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) released an information sheet

(INFO 225) in September 2017 that provides guidance on the potential application of the

Corporations Act to firms seeking crowdfunding through an ICO.

El Salvador:

El Salvador is the world's only country that accepts bitcoin as legal currency. The country's

Congress accepted President Nayib Bukele's plan to legally use bitcoin as a means of payment in

June 2021.

Until date, bitcoin has primarily been used as an asset class rather than as a substitute for

fiat currency in everyday transactions. However, under the new rule, all businesses in El Salvador will
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be required to accept bitcoin as legal cash for products and services unless they lack the requisite

equipment to do so.

China:

In China, Bitcoin is effectively prohibited. Transacting or trading in bitcoin is illegal for all

banks and other financial entities, such as payment processors. Exchanges of cryptocurrencies are

prohibited. The government has taken action against miners.

Russia:

Bitcoin is not regulated in Russia, however it is unlawful to use it to pay for products or

services.

Vietnam:

Although bitcoin is not regulated as an investment, the Vietnamese government and state

bank claim that it is not a recognized payment mechanism.

Timeline of Events

Date Description of event

January 2009 Satoshi Nakamoto launches bitcoin
Behinds the radical agenda. At this point the
only existent cryptocurrency is Bitcoin.

May 22, 2010 Known as the bitcoin pizza day, it
commemorates the first purchase ever made
with bitcoins.

March, 2011 Europe starts embracing bitcoin as a legal and
regulated way of exchange. The first country to
do so was France.

June - August, 2013 An American couple lived for 90 days just
paying with bitcoins, which encouraged many
investors.
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2013 During 2013 the value of the bitcoin raised a
thousand dollars, this was known as ‘’The Great
Bitcoin Boom’.

December, 2014 Microsoft starts accepting bitcoin and other
cryptocurrencies as a payment method.

May, 2015 NASDAQ adopts the blockchain to handle
transactions, and less than three month
afterwards, Goldman Sachs does too.

September, 7, 2021 El Salvador adopts bitcoin as legal currency.

October 29, 2019 Another notable event was the Telegram Open
Network (TON), which raised $1.7 billion during
its initial coin offering (ICO) in 2018. Following
the ICO, the project's developers guaranteed
investors that if TON was not launched by
October 31, 2019, their money would be
returned. The debut, however, was delayed
multiple times until the SEC suspended the
initiative in October.

Previous attempts to solve the issue

Tether (USDT) was the very first stablecoin, and it continues to be the most popular. Brock

Pierce, Reeve Collins, and Craig Sellars founded it in 2014. It fits into this group of cryptocurrencies

because it is designed for making payments, notably for companies.

USDT is referred to as a stablecoin since its worth is linked to that of the US dollar. Tether has a

quantity of dollars in deposit equal to the number of USDT in circulation to sustain the tether. Tether

claims that anytime it distributes new USDT tokens, it adds the equal number of USD to its reserves,

ensuring that the currency is legally backed by cash.

Tether's goal is to give individuals and businesses a "strong and decentralized mechanism of

exchanging value by using a recognizable accounting unit." Using a lawfully recognized price value to

effectively take advantage of the benefits of blockchain technology. Tether was created on the

Bitcoin blockchain, however it has since been upgraded to function with Ethereum and other

blockchains.
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The goal of USDT, as previously stated, is to highlight the best of crypto with the stability of

the US dollar. USDT is thus shielded from the ferocious volatility that characterizes the crypto

markets.

Another benefit of Tether is that it is a good way to avoid using middlemen when making

international payments. Tether allows you to send US dollars between regions, countries, and

continents via blockchain without relying on a slow and expensive intermediary such as a bank or

financial services provider. As a result, one of the key concepts underlying cryptocurrencies –

speedier, cheaper worldwide payments – is obviously realized.

Possible Solutions

According to many reputed investors and financial institutions, the main flaw of

cryptocurrencies is the volatility that they pose, as well as a lack of regulations in certain aspects or

states, since they act independently of the regulations and laws that concern the financial market

itself.

It would be advisable to extend legal regulations and laws that apply to these new

currencies. Yet, in order to tackle the issue of the volatility and the risks that they pose when

investing in them, it all comes down to the market situation and the trust that the investors hold on

the currencies. As a general rule, the more countries and entities that accept them, will help to

secure their value and utility.
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